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including 220 never-before-seen questions – and consists of The GMAT Official
Guide 2019, The GMAT Official Guide 2019 Verbal Review, and The GMAT Official
Guide 2019 Quantitative Review. All three guides also come with exclusive access
to gmat.wiley.com, where you can build your own practice sets using the questions
in the guides and access an additional 58 integrated reasoning questions.
All the GMAT Manhattan Prep 2019-09-03 Publisher's Note: Products purchased from
third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitles included with the product. â€‹ Manhattan Prep’s
All the GMAT set is an updated and expanded version of the 10-book Complete GMAT
Strategy Guide Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the 10 guides, consolidated them into
three books, and expanded coverage of the content and strategies that will help
you to get a higher score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include 2 exclusive
ebooks with harder content, an online study syllabus that tracks your progress, 6
full-length adaptive practice tests, and GMAT Navigator with full Official Guide
solutions. All the GMAT comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform.
Your Atlas All the GMAT study plan includes: Two exclusive e-books covering harder
quant and verbal content, for those aiming for an especially high GMAT score A
study syllabus, integrating reading, practice problem, and practice test
assignments; we’ll tell you what to do and when to do it Six full-length GMAT
computer adaptive tests (CATs) Full access to Manhattan Prep’s GMAT Navigator,
which contains solutions for all problems in the main GMAT Official Guide book
(book sold separately) from the makers of the official test Additional practice
problems, interactive video lessons, strategies for time management, and more
Lessons and practice problems created by expert instructors with 99th-percentile
scores on the GMAT The All the GMAT book set includes three volumes: GMAT All the
Quant guide GMAT All the Verbal guide GMAT Integrated Reasoning & Essay guide
Executive Assessment (EA) test-takers: The IR guide is fully built out for both EA
and GMAT test-takers. The All the Quant and All the Verbal guides are also
effective for EA studiers; ignore the non-coordinate-plane geometry chapters in
the Quant guide and study everything else. Manhattan Prep guides are the topselling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a reason; we have the most in-depth,
comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. For an even
bigger boost to your studies, check out Manhattan Prep’s Self-Study Toolkit, which
contains 100% of the study materials and resources that we give to students in our
live courses.
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review 2015 with Online Question Bank and
Exclusive Video GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2014-06-25 This is
the only official study guide focusing on the quantitative portion of the GMAT
exam. It delivers more than 300 retired GMAT® questions and answer explanations
from the creators of the test to help focus your test preparation efforts. New to
The Official Guide for GMAT® Quantitative Review 2015: Online access to 300
Problem Solving and Data Sufficiency questions allowing the creation of customized
practice tests. Exclusive access to videos from real test takers and GMAC staff
who share insight and tips on GMAT® preparation.
Gmat Flashcards Kaplan Test Prep 2020-04-07
Manhattan GMAT Set of 8 Strategy Guides, Fourth Edition Manhattan GMAT 2009-12-01
Developed by Manhattan GMAT’s high-caliber instructors, these 8 volumes offer
students a competitive edge by providing in-depth instruction in the test’s
principal content areas. The 8 Manhattan GMAT Strategy Guides (5 Quantitative, 3
Verbal) are the heart of our curriculum. Our 5 Quantitative Strategy Guides
provide in-depth instruction in the GMAT’s principal quantitative content areas:
Number Properties, Fractions, Decimals, & Percents, Word Translations, Equations,
Inequalities, & VIC’s, and Geometry. Our 3 Verbal Strategy Guides provide in-depth
instruction in the GMAT’s principal verbal content areas: Sentence Correction,
Critical Reasoning, and Reading Comprehension. Included in this set are: The
Critical Reasoning Guide (200 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-0-2); The Equations,
Inequalities, & VICs Guide (192 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-1-0); The Fractions,
Decimals, & Percents Guide (112 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-2-9); The Geometry Guide
(112 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-3-7); The Number Properties Guide (160 pages; ISBN:
0-9824238-4-5); The Reading Comprehension Guide (152 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-5-3);
The Sentence Correction Guide (288 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-6-1); The Word
Translations Guide (176 pages; ISBN: 0-9824238-7-X). The content of this set is
aligned to the latest Official Guides from GMAC (12th edition). Purchase of this
set includes one year of access to Manhattan GMAT’s online practice exams and
question banks.
GMAT Official Guide 2018 Verbal Review: Book + Online GMAC (Graduate Management
Admission Council) 2017-06-19 "The only source of real GMAT questions from past
exams"--Cover.
The Official Guide for GMAT Review GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council)
2010-09-17 The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition is the only book on
the market written by the creators of the GMAT exam. Inside you’ll find more than
800 actual GMAT questions from previous tests with answers and detailed
explanations. There’s also a grammar review, math review, actual essay topics,
sample responses, and scoring information insights into the GMAT exam that debunk
test-taking myths. Plus, use the diagnostic section to pinpoint your skill level
and focus on the areas where you need the most help.
GMAT Official Guide 2022 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2021-06-16
Your official source of real GMAT™ practice questions. Study with practice
questions from past GMAT™ exams. Your GMAT™ prep is comprised of comprehensive
practice by studying with over 1,000 questions across quantitative and verbal
reasoning, analytical writing, and integrated reasoning. Answer explanations are
included so that you can study the reasoning behind the answers to help improve
your performance. The questions in each section are organized by difficulty level:
easy, medium and hard. Start at the beginning and work your way up to the hard
questions as you build upon your knowledge. The GMAT™ Official Guide 2022 provides
3 ways to study: Book: Know what to expect on the GMAT™ exam Learn the exam
structure: Start with the verbal and quantitative review chapters followed by
practice questions. Review common quantitative formulas and concepts using quick
reference sheets. Master verbal and quantitative reasoning by difficulty level and
studying detailed answer explanations. GMAT™ Online Prep Tools: Focus your
studying – Bonus: included with purchase! Prepare for the GMAT™ exam online. Take
our Diagnostic Evaluation to discover your strengths and focus areas for each
fundamental skill. Practice online with the same questions from the book PLUS 174
additional online-exclusive questions. Create custom practice sets by difficulty
level and by fundamental skill. Track your progress using performance metrics.
Prepare for exam day by timing your practicing in exam mode. Test your knowledge

GMAT Official Guide 2018 Quantitative Review: Book + Online GMAC (Graduate
Management Admission Council) 2017-06-08 A supplement to the Official Guide with
300 additional quantitative questions The GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review
provides targeted preparation for the mathematical portion of the GMAT exam.
Designed by the Graduate Management Admission Council, this guide contains 300
real GMAT questions from past exams including 45 never-before-seen questions, plus
the following features: An overview of the exam to help you get familiar with the
content and format Review essential algebra, geometry, arithmetic, and word
problems Detailed answer explanations that explain how the test maker thinks about
a question Questions organized in order of difficulty from easiest to hardest
Access to the same questions online at gmat.wiley.com, where you can build your
own practice sets Don’t waste time practicing on fake GMAT questions. Optimize
your study time with the GMAT Official Guide 2018 Quantitative Review using real
questions from actual past exams.
The Official Guide to the GMAT Review 2017 Bundle + Question Bank + Video GMAC
(Graduate Management Admission Council) 2016-08-29 The Official Guide for GMAT
Review 2017 (9781119347620) was previously published as The Official Guide for
GMAT Review 2017 (9781119253884). Errors were found in the original printing that
have been corrected in subsequent printings. Otherwise, all other content in both
2017 versions is identical. If you have already purchased a copy of the original
The Official Guide for GMAT Review 2017 (9781119253884), you can access an errata
(correction) document as well as additional information at:
http://wileyactual.com/gmat The Official Guide for GMAT Review 2017 Bundle Ace the
GMAT with the only official study guides from the creators of the exam Everything
you need to prepare for the GMAT exam in one package. Get all three of the
Official GMAT study guides – with new content and actual retired questions from
the GMAT exam. The set bundle includes The Official Guide for GMAT Review 2017,
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review 2017 and The Official Guide for
GMAT Verbal Review 2017. All three guides come with exclusive access to an online
question bank and videos with insight and tips on GMAT preparation from previous
test-takers and the officials who create the test.
GMAT For Dummies 2021 Lisa Zimmer Hatch 2020-12-22 Gain confidence to crack the
GMAT You have your heart set on getting into a particular MBA program, but you’re
required to submit your GMAT score as part of the application process. Ack! If you
dread the idea of taking a standardized test, you’ve come to the right place. GMAT
For Dummies 2021 with Online Practice gets you ready for test day with helpful
reviews and smart advice. To make the chore of studying a bit more bearable, the
four parts of the test are broken down into sections so you can focus on exactly
what you need. If you need a refresher on grammar and reading comprehension, it’s
here. Is math your nemesis? Overcome the challenge with reviews of algebra,
geometry, and statistics. And the exasperating but essential topics of essay
writing and integrated reasoning are covered too. In addition, you get insights
into how to avoid GMAT pitfalls and make the most of time-management tactics
during the exam. Take a pre-assessment test to identify the subject areas you need
to brush up on Access 7 practice tests and 500 flashcards online Hone your
analytical and reasoning skills Create a targeted study plan If you want to
conquer the GMAT and stand out from other MBA program applicants, you’ll find
everything you need here for a stellar score!
Princeton Review GMAT Premium Prep, 2022 The Princeton Review 2021-05-25 THE ALLIN-ONE SOLUTION FOR YOUR HIGHEST GMAT SCORE! This comprehensive guide includes 6
computer-adaptive (CAT) practice tests, 2 additional diagnostic exams, access to
free online tools, and detailed topic reviews. Everything You Need for a High
Score. • Comprehensive subject coverage of all GMAT topics • A thorough review of
necessary Math, Verbal, Writing, and Integrated Reasoning skills • Bulleted
chapter summaries for quick reference • Video tutorials with expert advice from
leading course instructors Practice Your Way to Excellence. • 6 full-length CAT
practice exams online for practice that mimics the actual exam experience • Score
reports and detailed answer explanations for all exams • 2 new diagnostic tests
with 120 total questions, organized by GMAT topic • 180+ additional practice
questions, sorted by difficulty, to customize your prep Techniques That Actually
Work. • Powerful tactics to avoid traps and help beat the GMAT • Step-by-step
problem-solving guides for the toughest question types • Key strategies to help
you work smarter, not harder Premium Online Features for an Extra Competitive
Edge. • Multi-week study guides • Examples of successful b-school essays and
interviews with admissions officers • Special "GMAT Insider" section packed with
info on admissions and financial aid, the MBA, your career, writing winning
essays, and more
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review 2015 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission
Council) 2014-06-25
GMAT Prep Plus 2021 Kaplan Test Prep 2020-07-07 Updated for the most recent exam
changes, Kaplan’s GMAT Prep Plus 2020 has the strategies and practice you need for
an advantage on test day. This edition includes 6 online practice tests and our
proven test-taking strategies, plus more than 120 new practice questions and
updated videos in the online resources. We’re so confident that GMAT Prep Plus
2020 will raise your score that we guarantee it: After studying with the book and
online resources, you'll score higher on the GMAT or you'll get your money back.
The Best Practice 1,200+ practice questions—including new questions for the 2020
edition—cover all sections of the test and come with detailed explanations. Six
full-length online practice tests in the same shorter format as the revised GMAT
help you practice using the same interface and adaptivity you'll see on test day.
A 200-question online Quiz Bank lets you select problems by topic, customizing
your practice. Questions have been reviewed, revised, and updated by Kaplan's
expert teachers. Efficient Strategies and Expert Guidance 1-on-1 academic support
from Kaplan faculty on our Facebook page: facebook.com/KaplanGMAT Video workshops
with top Kaplan faculty help you master our proven methods and strategies for
scoring higher. Kaplan's books and practice questions are written by veteran GMAT
teachers who know students—and every explanation is written to help you learn. We
know the test. The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related
document available. We invented test prep. Kaplan has been helping students
achieve their goals for over 80 years. Find out more at kaptest.com. Want to boost
your studies with even more online practice and in-depth GMAT math and verbal
workbooks? Try Kaplan's GMAT Complete 2020.
GMAT Official Guide 2019 Bundle GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council)
2018-06-26 Get access to over 1,500 questions for the GMAT exam in one package The
GMAT Official Guide 2019 Bundle features actual questions from past GMAT exams –
official-guide-for-gmat-quantitative-review-ebook
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of key concepts with flash cards. Mobile App: Your GMAT™ test prep on the go Study
offline after downloading the question sets. Sync between devices. Start on your
phone, finish on your computer. The GMAT™ Official Guide 2022 gives you all the
tools you need to confidently prepare for test day. This product includes print
book with a unique code to access the GMAT™ exam Online Question Bank and mobile
app.
Math Workout for the GMAT, 5th Edition The Princeton Review 2015-06-16 Ace the
Quantitative section of the GMAT with help from The Princeton Review. Are
difficulties with data sufficiency or problem-solving dragging your GMAT score
down? If so, this is the workbook for you. Designed for students specifically
looking to sharpen their math skills, this 5th edition of The Princeton Review's
Math Workout for the GMAT provides the review and practice needed for Quantitative
mastery. Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true tactics to help you avoid
traps and beat the Quantitative section • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing
logically • Essential strategies to help you work smarter, not harder Everything
You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Quantitative Score. • A comprehensive
review of key algebra, geometry, data sufficiency, and integrated reasoning
concepts • Expert review of all Quantitative question types on the test • Updated
Integrated Reasoning section with guidance on tackling table analysis, graphics
interpretation, and more Practice Your Way to Perfection. • 220+ practice
problems, including a practice GMAT Quantitative section and drills/practice
questions throughout each chapter • Step-by-step walk-throughs of key math
problems, plus detailed answer explanations for the practice Quantitative section
This eBook edition has been specially formatted for on-screen viewing with crosslinked questions, answers, and explanations.
GMAT Integrated Reasoning and Essay Manhattan Prep 2014-12-02 Adapting to the
ever-changing GMAT exam, Manhattan Prep’s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy Guides offer
the latest approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles.
Written by active instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are
designed with the student in mind. The GMAT Integrated Reasoning and Essay
strategy guide demystifies the Integrated Reasoning section, which demands a blend
of mathematical and verbal proficiency. This book equips students with the core
strategies and tools for tackling difficult Integrated Reasoning questions. It
also provides effective techniques for approaching the essay portion of the GMAT.
Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single tome, the GMAT
Integrated Reasoning and Essay strategy guide is designed to provide deep, focused
coverage of one specialized area tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit
from thorough and comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of
fundamental principles, and step-by-step instructions of important techniques. Inaction practice problems and detailed answer explanations challenge the student,
while topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for further
growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep Strategy Guides, the GMAT
Integrated Reasoning and Essay strategy guide will help students develop all the
knowledge, skills, and strategic thinking necessary for success on the GMAT.
Purchase of this book includes one year of access to Manhattan Prep’s Integrated
Reasoning and Essay Question Bank. All of Manhattan Prep's GMAT Strategy Guides
are aligned with the GMAC Official Guide, 2016 edition.
Official GRE Quantitative Reasoning Practice Questions Educational Testing Service
2014-08-15 150 REAL GRE Quantitative Reasoning questions--direct from the test
maker! The best way to prepare for the Quantitative Reasoning measure of the GRE
revised General Test is with real GRE test questions--and that is what you will
find in this unique guide! Specially created for you by ETS, it offers 150 actual
Quantitative Reasoning questions with complete explanations. Plus, this guide
includes a review of math topics likely to appear on the Quantitative Reasoning
measure. Only ETS can show you exactly what to expect on the test. So for in-depth
practice and accurate test preparation for the Quantitative Reasoning measure,
this guide is your best choice! Look inside to find: Real GRE Quantitative
Reasoning test questions arranged by content and question type--to help you build
your test-taking skills. Plus, mixed practice sets. Answers and explanations for
every question! GRE Math Review covering math topics you need to know for the
test. ETS's own test-taking strategies: Valuable hints and tips to help you do
your best on the test. Official information on the GRE Quantitative Reasoning
measure: The facts about the test content, structure, scoring, and more--straight
from ETS.
GMAT All the Verbal Manhattan Prep 2019-09-03 Manhattan Prep’s All the Verbal
guide is an updated and expanded version of the 3-book GMAT Verbal Strategy Guide
Set (6th Ed). We’ve taken the three guides, consolidated them into one book, and
expanded coverage of the content and strategies that will help you to get a higher
score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include an exclusive ebook with harder
content, a full-length adaptive practice test, and additional practice problems.
All the Verbal comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas
All the Verbal syllabus includes: An exclusive e-book covering harder verbal
content, for those aiming for an especially high Verbal section score A fulllength GMAT computer adaptive test (CAT) Additional practice problems, interactive
video lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice
problems created by expert instructors with 99th-percentile scores on the GMAT The
All the Verbal guide includes full coverage of the following GMAT question types:
Sentence Correction Reading Comprehension Critical Reasoning Manhattan Prep guides
are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a reason; we have the most indepth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies. Looking
for comprehensive GMAT preparation? Try Manhattan Prep’s All the GMAT book set.
GMAT Official Guide Verbal Review 2022 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission
Council) 2021-06-16 Add over 340 verbal practice questions to your prep. Designed
by the makers of the GMAT™ exam. Your official source of real GMAT questions from
past exams. Set yourself up for success with extra practice on the verbal section
of the GMAT exam. Study with over 340 practice questions not included in the main
Official Guide. Study answer explanations to understand the reasoning behind the
answers to help improve your performance. GMAT practice questions are organized by
difficulty level: easy, medium and hard. Start at the beginning and work your way
up to the hard questions as you build upon your knowledge. All practice questions
are from past GMAT exams. The GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 2022
provides 3 ways to study: Book: Know what to expect on the GMAT exam Learn the
exam structure with an introductory review chapter followed by 25 practice
questions. Review common formulas and concepts using quick reference sheets.
Master quantitative reasoning with over 340 practice questions from past GMAT
exams, organized by difficulty level. GMAT Online Prep Tools: Focus your studying
– Bonus: included with purchase! Practice online with the same questions from the
book. Create custom practice sets by difficulty level and by fundamental skill.
Track your progress using performance metrics. Prepare for exam day by timing your
practicing in exam mode. Test your knowledge of key concepts with flash cards.
Mobile App: Your GMAT prep on the go Study offline after downloading the question
sets. Sync between devices. Start on your phone, finish on your computer. Add GMAT
Official Guide Quantitative Review 2022 to your GMAT prep; the official source of
practice questions from past GMAT exams. This product includes print book with a
unique access code to the Online Question Bank and Mobile App.
Foundations of GMAT Math Manhattan GMAT 2011-11-15 Manhattan GMAT's Foundations of
Math book provides a refresher of the basic math concepts tested on the GMAT.
Designed to be user-friendly for all students, this book provides easy-to-follow
explanations of fundamental math concepts and step-by-step application of these
official-guide-for-gmat-quantitative-review-ebook

concepts to example problems. With ten chapters and over 700 practice problems,
this book is an invaluable resource to any student who wants to cement their
understanding and build their basic math skills for the GMAT. Purchase of this
book includes six months online access to the Foundations of Math Homework Banks
consisting of over 400 extra practice questions and detailed explanations not
included in the book.
Advanced GMAT Quant - Manhattan GMAT 2011-05-31 Designed for students seeking 650+
scores, this guide offers essential techniques for approaching the GMAT’s most
difficult quantitative questions, as well as extensive practice with challenging
problems. You’ve worked through basic guides and you’ve taken the practice
tests—now take your GMAT score to the next level. Build your higher-level
quantitative skills with Manhattan GMAT’s Advanced Quant supplement, specially
designed for students seeking 650+ scores. This guide combines intense practice
with techniques for problem solving and data sufficiency questions, ranging from
broad principles to tactics for narrowing down possible answers. Purchase of this
book includes online access to the Advanced Quant Homework Bank of extra practice
questions and detailed explanations not included in the book, as well as to the
Advanced Quant Bonus Drill Set.
GMAT Advanced Quant Manhattan Prep 2020-01-07 GMAT Advanced Quant is designed for
students seeking an extremely high GMAT quant score. It offers essential
techniques for approaching the GMAT’s most difficult math problems, along with
extensive practice on very challenging problems. This edition includes 55 new
practice problems. Written for students striving for a perfect score of 51 on the
quant section—by instructors who have achieved that score—this book combines elite
strategies for problem solving and data sufficiency with intense practice to build
your high-level quantitative skills. The guide includes more than 250 very
challenging problems, including 55 that are new to this edition. GMAT Advanced
Quant comes with access to Atlas, your online learning platform. Atlas includes
additional practice problems, a full-length adaptive practice exam, interactive
video lessons, strategies for time management, and many other study resources.
Tackle the GMAT’s toughest quant problems with Manhattan Prep, the world’s leading
GMAT Prep company. To get into top business programs, you need top GMAT scores,
and GMAT Advanced Quant is designed to get you there. Note: This guide is
recommended for those already scoring 47 or higher on the quant section of the
GMAT; to work up to a score of 47, check out Manhattan Prep’s All the Quant guide.
GMAT Official Guide 2019: Book + Online (African Version) GMAC (Graduate
Management Admission Council) 2018-06-26
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review 2017 with Online Question Bank and
Exclusive Video GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2016-07-12 GMAT
quantitative review, tips, and strategies, with over 300 practice questions The
Official Guide for the GMAT Quantitative Review 2017 provides targeted preparation
for the mathematical portion of the GMAT exam, with 45 brand new practice
questions. Designed by the Graduate Management Admission Council, this book shows
you everything you need to know to go into the exam with confidence. You'll learn
how best to approach the quantitative section as a whole, and how to approach each
type of question to understand exactly what is being asked. An in-depth math
review helps you recall important concepts and techniques, while 300 problems
exclusive to this book provide plenty of opportunity for practice. All problems
include answers and explanations to help you pinpoint mistakes, and the companion
website (gmat.wiley.com) allows you to create your own custom problem sets to
focus on specific areas in need of improvement. Online videos provide additional
tips and strategies from the exam's creators, and extensive discussion of the
test's content gives you an advance preview of exam day. The GMAT holds the key to
your graduate education, so if you're feeling the pressure, you're not alone.
Thorough preparation is key, and this book is your ultimate source of quantitative
review, practice, tips, and strategies. Review essential algebra, geometry,
arithmetic, and word problems Practice solving 300 quantitative problems with
explanations included Learn valuable test-taking and problem-solving strategies
Access to an online question bank with customizable practice sets exams at
gmat.wiley.com Great exam prep eases your mind by confirming how much you already
know, and highlighting what you don't know while there's still time to correct it.
With quantitative skills, practice makes perfect—and The Official Guide for the
GMAT Quantitative Review 2017 combines authoritative insight with over 300
practice problems for the ultimate in targeted GMAT prep.
Complete GMAT Strategy Guide Set, 6th Edition - Manhattan Prep 2014-12-02 Adapting
to the ever-changing GMAT exam, Manhattan Prep’s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy Guides
offer the latest approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles.
Written by active instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are
designed with the student in mind. The 10 Manhattan Prep GMAT Strategy Guides
included in this set are designed to be clear and comprehensive. Consistently
reviewed by students as offering the opportunity for dramatic score improvement,
each book delves deeply into a single area of the exam, providing detailed and
specialized instruction. When used together, these guides produce a substantial
learning impact, helping students develop all the knowledge, skills, and strategic
thinking necessary for success on the GMAT. Students will benefit considerably
from high-level resources such as: - Six full-length, computer-adaptive practice
exams - Over 200 additional free practice questions - New content providing
strategies for solving problems more effectively - Topical sets of Official Guide
practice questions and detailed answer explanations The Complete GMAT Strategy
Guide Set is aligned to both the 2015 the 13th Edition GMAC Official Guide and
includes: The GMAT Roadmap (205 pages; ISBN: 9781941234099) The Number Properties
Guide (200 pages; ISBN: 9781941234051) The Fractions, Decimals, and Percents Guide
(130 pages; ISBN: 9781941234020) The Algebra Guide (225 pages; ISBN:
9781941234006) The Word Problems Guide (225 pages; ISBN: 9781941234082) The
Geometry Guide (130 pages; ISBN: 9781941234037) The Critical Reasoning Guide (193
pages; ISBN: 9781941234013) The Reading Comprehension Guide (147 pages; ISBN:
9781941234068) The Sentence Correction Guide (306 pages; ISBN:) The Integrated
Reasoning and Essays Guide (200 pages; ISBN: 9781941234044) Purchase of this set
includes one year of access to Manhattan Prep’s online computer-adaptive GMAT
practice exams and Question Banks.
GMAT Official Advanced Questions GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council)
2019-09-24 GMAT Official Advanced Questions Your GMAT Official Prep collection of
only hard GMAT questions from past exams. Bring your best on exam day by focusing
on the hard GMAT questions to help improve your performance. Get 300 additional
hard verbal and quantitative questions to supplement your GMAT Official Guide
collection. GMAT Official Advance Questions: Specifically created for those who
aspire to earn a top GMAT score and want additional prep. Expand your practice
with 300 additional hard verbal and quantitative questions from past GMAT exams to
help you perform at your best. Learn strategies to solve hard questions by
reviewing answer explanations from subject matter experts. Organize your studying
with practice questions grouped by fundamental skills Help increase your testtaking performance and confidence on exam day knowing you studied the hard GMAT
questions. PLUS! Your purchase includes online resources to further your practice:
Online Question Bank: Create your own practice sets online with the same questions
in GMAT Official Advance Questions to focus your studying on specific fundamental
skills. Mobile App: Access your Online Question Bank through the mobile app to
never miss a moment of practice. Study on-the-go and sync with your other devices.
Download the Online Question Bank once on your app and work offline. This product
includes: print book with a unique access code and instructions to the Online
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Question Bank accessible via your computer and Mobile App.
GMAT Critical Reasoning Manhattan Prep 2014-12-02 "Learn how to identify question
types, simplify arguments, and eliminate wrong answers efficiently and
confidently. Practice the logic skills tested by the GMAT and master proven
methods for solving all Critical Reasoning problems"--Page 4 of cover.
GMAT All the Quant Manhattan Prep 2019-09-03 Manhattan Prep’s All the Quant guide
is an updated and expanded version of the 5-book GMAT Quant Strategy Guide Set
(6th Ed). We’ve taken the five guides, consolidated them into one book, and
expanded coverage of the content and strategies that will help you to get a higher
score on the GMAT. Online bonus materials include an exclusive ebook with harder
content, a full-length adaptive practice test, and additional practice problems.
All the Quant comes with access to the Atlas online learning platform. Your Atlas
All the Quant syllabus includes: An exclusive e-book covering harder quant
content, for those aiming for an especially high Quant section score A full-length
GMAT computer adaptive test (CAT) Additional practice problems, interactive video
lessons, strategies for time management, and more Lessons and practice problems
created by expert instructors with 99th-percentile scores on the GMAT The All the
Quant guide includes the following content areas: Fractions, Decimals, Percents,
and Ratios Algebra Word Problems Number Properties Geometry A series of strategy
lessons on Data Sufficiency (solving efficiently and effectively) and Arithmetic
vs. Algebra (turning algebra into easier-to-solve arithmetic) Manhattan Prep
guides are the top-selling GMAT prep guides worldwide for a reason; we have the
most in-depth, comprehensive, and effective materials available for GMAT studies.
Looking for comprehensive GMAT preparation? Try Manhattan Prep’s All the GMAT book
set.
GMAT Official Guide 2022 Bundle: Books + Online Question Bank GMAC (Graduate
Management Admission Council) 2021-05-11
Princeton Review GRE Premium Prep, 2021 The Princeton Review 2020-07-28 Make sure
you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest
edition of this title, The Princeton Review GRE Premium Prep, 2022 (ISBN:
9780525570479, on-sale May 2022). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from thirdparty sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and
may not include access to online tests or materials included with the original
product.
GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 2022 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission
Council) 2021-06-16 Get supplemental quantitative practice in addition to the
GMAT™ Official Guide 2022 Add over 370 quantitative practice questions to your
prep. Designed by the makers of the GMAT™ exam. Your official source of real GMAT™
questions from past exams. Set yourself up for success with extra practice on the
quantitative section of the GMAT exam. Study with over 370 practice questions not
included in the main Official Guide. Study answer explanations to understand the
reasoning behind the answers to help improve your performance. GMAT practice
questions are organized by difficulty level: easy, medium and hard. Start at the
beginning and work your way up to the hard questions as you build upon your
knowledge. All practice questions are from past GMAT™ exams. The GMAT™ Official
Guide Quantitative Review 2022 provides 3 ways to study: Book: Know what to expect
on the GMAT exam Learn the exam structure with an introductory review chapter
followed by 25 practice questions. Review common formulas and concepts using quick
reference sheets. Master quantitative reasoning with over 370 practice questions
from past GMAT exams, organized by difficulty level. GMAT Online Prep Tools: Focus
your studying – Bonus: included with purchase! Practice online with the same
questions from the book. Create custom practice sets by difficulty level and by
fundamental skill. Track your progress using performance metrics. Prepare for exam
day by timing your practicing in exam mode. Test your knowledge of key concepts
with flash cards. Mobile App: Your GMAT prep on the go Study offline after
downloading the question sets. Sync between devices. Start on your phone, finish
on your computer. Add GMAT™ Official Guide Verbal Review 2022 to your GMAT prep;
the official source of practice questions from past GMAT exams. This product
includes print book with a unique code to access the GMAT exam Online Question
Bank and mobile app.
GMAT For Dummies Scott A. Hatch 2006-12-11 If you’re planning to apply for an MBA
program, you’re required to take the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT).
And you thought your days of sharpening number 2 pencils were over! How do you
prepare for such a comprehensive test? Never fear. GMAT For Dummies, Fifth
Edition, puts at your fingertips everything you need to know to conquer the GMAT.
This highly readable, friendly guide makes the study process as painless as
possible, providing you with complete math and grammar reviews and all the
preparation you need to maximize your score and outsmart your competition. You’ll
discover how to: Understand the test’s format Bring the right stuff Make educated
guesses Avoid the exam’s pitfalls Calm your nerves Save time and beat the clock
This Fifth Edition is packed with plenty of updated practice questions so you can
see just how the GMAT tests a particular concept. Our sample questions read just
like the actual test questions, so you can get comfortable with the way the GMAT
phrases questions and answer choices. You get plenty of tips on correctly
answering the sentence correction, reading comprehension, and critical reading
questions and tackling the analytical essays. There’s also a comprehensive math
review of everything from number types to standard deviation and expanded coverage
of statistics and probability. Each section ends with a mini practice test to
prepare you for the two full-length practice tests featured in this easy-to-digest
guide. You’ll see how to: Quickly eliminate incorrect answer choices Read passages
quickly and effectively Break apart and analyze arguments Write a well-organized,
compelling essay Tackle the data sufficiency math question type that only appears
on the GMAT Use relaxation techniques if you start to panic during the test
Complete with a scoring guide, explanatory answers, timesaving tips, math formulas
you should memorize, and a list of writing errors to avoid, GMAT For Dummies is
all you need to practice your skills, improve your score, and pass with flying
colors.
GMAT Official Guide 2021, Book + Online Question Bank and Flashcards GMAC
(Graduate Management Admission Council) 2020-06-03 GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 Your
GMAT™ prep begins here. Designed by the makers of the GMAT exam. Study with
confidence. All GMAT™ Official Prep products are the only prep resources
containing real GMAT™ questions from past exams. It’s why we are official. Get
comprehensive practice by studying with 1,172 questions across quantitative and
verbal reasoning from past GMAT™ exams. Answer explanations are included so that
you can study the reasoning behind the answers to help improve your understanding
and performance. The questions in each section are organized by difficulty level:
easy, medium and hard. Start at the beginning and work your way up to the harder
questions as you build upon your knowledge. The GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 will
allow you to: LEARN ABOUT THE GMAT™ EXAM –Gain an overview of the exam including
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the format, content and test-taking strategies. GAIN COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICE
–Prepare with over 1,172 questions across Quantitative and Verbal Reasoning
sections and online. Study Answer Explanations –Learn the methods behind the
answers with detailed explanations. Build Upon Your Knowledge –Practice with
questions organized from easiest to hardest. Plus! Practice online with the GMAT™
Official Guide Online Question Bank Practice online with the same questions from
the book PLUS more than 150 additional online-exclusive questions—included with
your purchase. Online practice will allow you to: New! Review with online
flashcardsto master key concepts to prepare and test with confidence Practice with
a total of 1,172 practice questions Create your own online practice sets Filter by
fundamental skill and difficulty level Track your improvements with performance
metrics Practice in exam mode to get ready for test day Study on the go with the
mobile app! Access your data seamlessly between your devices and offline! The
GMAT™ Official Guide 2021 gives you the tools you need to confidently prepare for
test day. This product includes print book with a unique code to access the GMAT™
Online Question Bank and mobile app.
GMAT Integrated Reasoning Practice Questions Vibrant Publishers 2015-11-27 a)
Provides essential practice for the newly introduced reasoning sectionsb) Covers
all four question types of the integrated reasoning sectionc) Includes answers &
in-depth explanationsd) Questions based on real-world data
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review 2016 with Online Question Bank and
Exclusive Video GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2015-06-08 The 2016
Verbal Guide will fully prepare you for the Verbalcomponent of the GMAT exam,
complete with 300 new questions andanswer explanations. This edition includes
exclusive access to theonline question bank that allows you to create practice
tests fromthe over 300 retired GMAC questions featured in the book, as wellas
exclusive videos from real test takers and GMAC staff who shareinsight and tips on
GMAT preparation. Improve your verbal skills by focusing your GMAT preparation
onthe area where you need the most help. You’ll get the samegreat questions and
answer explanations from GMAT exam experts thatyou’ve come to expect from the
Official Guide series. The GMAT® Verbal Review online tool includes 300
actualReading Comprehension, Critical Reasoning, and Sentence Correctionquestions
from past GMAT tests. You can customize your questionsets based on number of
questions, item and question type, anddifficulty level. This edition also features
exclusive access tovideos from real test takers and GMAC staff highlighting the
skillsnecessary to perform well on the Verbal section of the exam andaddressing
concerns of non-native English speakers.
The Official Guide for GMAT Review 2017 with Online Question Bank and Exclusive
Video Gmac 2016-09-19 This official guide helps you identify areas of strength and
customize your study plan, and includes 900+ questions including 61 new verbal, 61
new quantitative questions with answer explanations, a diagnostic test to help you
get the most out of your study time, a comprehensive grammar and math review,
actual essay topics, sample responses, and scoring information.-The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review 2016 with Online Question Bank and
Exclusive Video GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2015-06-01 Ace the
GMAT® with the only official study guides from the creators of the exam With 25%
brand new content, The Official Guide for the GMAT Quantitative Review 2016 is the
only official study guide focusing on the quantitative portion of the GMAT® exam.
It delivers more than 300 retired questions from the GMAT®, complete with answer
explanations, to help focus your test preparation efforts. Also includes exclusive
online resources: Build your own practice tests with exclusive online access to
300 problem solving and data sufficiency questions from official GMAT exams
Exclusive access to videos with insight and tips on GMAT preparation from previous
test-takers and from the officials who create the test
GMAT Official Guide 2021 Verbal Review: Book + Online (African version) GMAC
(Graduate Management Admission Council) 2020-05-19
GMAT Number Properties Manhattan Prep 2014-12-02 Adapting to the ever-changing
GMAT exam, Manhattan Prep’s 6th Edition GMAT Strategy Guides offer the latest
approaches for students looking to score in the top percentiles. Written by active
instructors with 99th-percentile scores, these books are designed with the student
in mind. The GMAT Number Properties strategy guide delves into all the
characteristics of numbers tested on the GMAT, covering both simple and
complicated concepts. Using the fundamental techniques and nuanced strategies
developed in this guide, students will be able to tackle even the toughest GMAT
problems involving prime numbers, consecutive integers, and many other topics.
Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single tome, the GMAT
Number Properties strategy guide is designed to provide deep, focused coverage of
one specialized area tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit from
thorough and comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of fundamental
principles, and step-by-step instructions of important techniques. In-action
practice problems and detailed answer explanations challenge the student, while
topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for further
growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep Strategy Guides, the GMAT
Number Properties strategy guide will help students develop all the knowledge,
skills, and strategic thinking necessary for success on the GMAT. Purchase of this
book includes one year of access to Manhattan Prep’s Number Properties Question
Bank. All of Manhattan Prep's GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with the GMAC
Official Guide, 2016 edition.
GMAT Official Guide 2020 GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council) 2019-05-07
The only source of GMAT questions from past GMAT exams GMAT Official Guide 2020 is
the definitive study guide from Graduate Management Admission Council, the makers
of the GMAT exam. It contains over 1,000 real GMAT questions from past exams with
detailed answer explanations that provide insight on how to approach each question
from the prospective of the test maker. You’ll also get access to the GMAT Online
Question Bank, customizable study tools, and a new mobile app for practicing on
the go – even when you’re not connected to the internet. Prepare for test day with
guidance on what is – and what isn’t – tested on the GMAT exam and personalize
your own learning experience with the GMAT Official Guide 2020. Inside, you’ll
find: An overview of the GMAT exam to familiarize yourself with its content and
format Over 100 more questions than included with the 2019 edition of this guide
Detailed answer explanations for each exam question Actual essay topics, sample
responses, and scoring information Comprehensive grammar and math review Questions
organized in order of difficulty – easiest to hardest – to help focus your study
Online access to all questions – plus additional Integrated Reasoning questions –
via the GMAT Online Question Bank, where you can build your own practice sets and
test your skills Preparation pays off. Get the GMAT Official Guide 2020 and start
studying today! This product includes print book with a unique code to access the
GMAT Online Question Bank and mobile app.
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